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Laugh-A-Bit with Tidbits
Q: What would be a gardener's favorite Beatles song?
A: Lettuce Be!
Q: What kind of tree has hands?
A: A palm tree!
Q: Why didn't anyone laugh at the farmer's jokes?
A: Because they were too corny!
TIDBITS® PLANTS

SEEDS
Free Fun Take One

by Janet Spencer

• Seeds are important for many reasons. They provide myriad
sources of food (wheat, rice, corn, beans, nuts) as well as oils for
cooking and lubrication (soybean, coconut, sesame, safflower,
sunflower). Many spices come from seeds (pepper, dill, mustard,
vanilla, nutmeg). Other seeds provide stimulants (coffee, kola,
cocoa). Many essential oils are distilled from seeds.
• The most important seeds in the world in terms of providing
edible oils are (in order): soybean, sunflower, canola, and peanut.
Peanuts are not actually nuts but are legume seeds.
• A turnip seed which is only slightly bigger than the period at
the end of this sentence produces a plant that has a bulb the size
of a softball, and leaves that are as big as boat paddles.
• A typical mature tobacco plant weighs 20 million times more
than it did as a seed.
• The tallest redwood tree ever found was 367 feet (112 m)
which is 62 feet (19 m) taller than the Statue of Liberty. A man
standing next to a redwood is proportionately equal to an ant
standing next to a fishing pole 13 feet (4 m) long. Redwood
needles are only 1/4 inch to 1 inch long, and the cones are only
an inch (2.5 cm) long. It takes 6,000 seeds to weigh one ounce
(28 g).
• Even if a seed is planted upside down, it always grows rightside up. The roots of the seedling grow down towards gravity,
while the stem grows toward light. Researchers studied plants on
the International Space Station to see how plant roots developed
in weightlessness. In the absence of gravity, the seed just picked a
direction that was “down” and sent the roots out, while the stem
grew in the opposite direction. No gravity required.
• All seeds need moisture, oxygen, the proper soil, and the right
continued on page 2
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temperature to germinate. Until they have these conditions,
the seed remains dormant. Sometimes seeds can remain
dormant for ages before successfully sprouting.   In 1967,
seeds of the arctic tundra lupine (Lupinus arcticus) found
in a frozen lemming burrow with animal remains that were
at least 10,000 years old germinated within 48 hours when
given favorable growing conditions.
• Seeds have built-in protections against being eaten by
animals before they are ready. The unripened fruits are high
in acids and tannins, causing the green fruit to be bitter or
poisonous. Some fruits are so firmly attached to the mother
plant when unripe that they cannot be dislodged. Others have
hard shells that are not discarded until the fruit is ripe.
• Seeds are not the only means of reproduction. Some plants
create offshoots of themselves in the form of bulbs, tubers,
corms, or rhizomes that can grow into new plants. This type
of reproduction is called vegetative reproduction. Because
only one parent plant is needed, the offspring is a clone of its
parent. What’s the difference between bulbs, tubers, corms,

and rhizomes? Bulbs consist of modified leaves that grow
underground (onion); corms are swollen stem bases (crocus);
tubers are thick underground stems (potato); and rhizomes
are swollen stems that grow horizontally (ginger). (cont)
SEED DISPERSAL VIA ANIMAL
• In South Africa, a desert melon (Cucumis humifructus)
participates in a symbiotic relationship with aardvarks. The
aardvarks eat the fruit.   Later they bury their own dung,
which contains the seeds, near their burrows, thus sprouting
a whole new crop.
• Certain Amazon River fishes are attracted to the audible
“explosions” of the ripe fruits of the tree Eperua rubiginosa.
The fruit falls into the water where the fish eat it and poop
out  the seeds which are carried downstream.
• In the tropics, dispersal by large bats such as flying foxes
is important. Fruits adapted to these animals are relatively
large and drab in color, with big seeds and a unique odor.
Because they usually hang down from the branches, they are
easily accessible to bats. The bats eat the fruit, fly away, and
poop out the seeds. Mangoes, guavas, breadfruit, carob, and
several fig species are dispersed by bats in this manner.
• A bird called the European mistle thrush deposits the
seeds of European mistletoe when, after eating the berries,
it cleans off its beak by scraping it against branches of other
plants. A few seeds remain stuck on the bird’s bill until being
deposited in the bark of another tree in this manner.
• There’s a variety of plants commonly called trample burrs
which lodge themselves between hooves of large grazing
animals and are transported to new pastures this way.
• The seeds of the cow parsnip plant are 70% more likely
to sprout after passing through the digestive tract of a bear
and landing in a pile of bear dung.
• Many species of birds such as nutcrackers, nuthatches,
and jays stash seeds in thousands of hiding spots for later
retrieval. A single Clark’s nutcracker can stash between
22,000 and 33,000 seeds in up to 7,500 different places in a
single season.
SEED DISPERSAL
• Plants have many ways of spreading or dispersing their
seeds:
• Gravity - heavy seeds simply fall off the plant (acorn).
• Wind - very fine seeds blow away on the wind using
parachutes (dandelion) or wings (maple).
• Hooks - the seeds catch on the fur or clothing of a passing
animal, to be rubbed off later (cocklebur).
• Animals – the tasty and nutritious seeds are eaten by
animals, pass through the digestive tract, and are deposited
in a pile of dung (many).
• Pepperpot - the seed-pod sprinkles the seeds over the
ground when shaken by the wind (poppy).
• Exploding - the seed-pod bursts suddenly, throwing all
the seeds out over a large area (impatiens).
• Floating - seeds grow with air trapped in them, so they
can float downstream away from the parent plant (water
hyacinth).
• In tumbleweeds, the entire plant breaks off and is blown
across open country, scattering seeds as it rolls across the
prairie.
• Some types of pine trees drop pine cones on the forest
floor that are so tightly sealed closed with resin that they
cannot open to spread their seeds until a forest fire subjects
them to scorching heat. This melts the resin and allows the
cone to open, releasing the seeds into freshly cleared land
that’s rich with nutritious ash.
• Each cocklebur that you pull
off your socks contains two seeds.
One is programmed to germinate
the next spring, and the other is
programmed to germinate the
second spring. This doubles the
chances of encountering good
growing conditions.
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• In Italy, pizza inspectors are
hired by the government to ensure
that restaurants are making their
pizza at “Italian quality.”
• The cables of the Golden Gate
Bridge contain a whopping 80,000
by Samantha Weaver
miles of steel wire.
• Ray Bradbury wrote the first draft of “Fahrenheit 451” on coinoperated typewriters in the basement of a library at a cost of 10 cents
for every 30 minutes. The first draft cost him a total of $9.80.
• The straw was invented by Egyptian brewers to taste beer
without removing the fermenting ingredients that floated on top
of the container.
• James Christopher Harrison is an Australian blood donor whose
rare plasma composition has helped in the treatment of Rhesus
disease. In May 2018, he made his final donation (1,173rd) at the
age of 81 after having saved 2.4 million babies during his lifetime
as a donor.
• No, alcohol doesn’t kill brain cells -- it just makes them grow
more slowly.
• In 2009, the Wisconsin Tourism Federation changed its name to
the Tourism Federation of Wisconsin because, in the 30 years since
its founding, the abbreviation “WTF” took on new meaning.
• Months that begin on a Sunday will always have a Friday the
13th.
• Not that you’d ever want to swim in it, but the average person’s
body produces enough saliva in their lifetime to fill two swimming
pools.
• Plants grow larger and more quickly when watered with warm
water.
• In late 2020, a North Korean gymnast defected to South Korea
by vaulting himself over the 3-meter-high border barricades without
triggering sensors.
• Newborn babies cry, but they have no tears. Their tear ducts
aren’t formed until they are a month old.
•••
Thought for the Day:

There are two ways of spreading light: to be
the candle, or the mirror that reflects it.”
— Edith Wharton

© 2021 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Reader Contest: "GONE HUNTING"
HIGH
MOUNTAIN
SUPPER
CLUB
ALTAMONT, SD

Community
Corner
Thrift
Store

FIND THE THREE (3) PHEASANTS (pictured
to the right) in advertisements in this issue
and enter to win a $25 Gift Certificate for
High Mountain Supper Club in Altamont,
SD and a $25 Gift Certificate for Community
Corner Thrift Store in Watertown, SD.

This is exactly what you are
looking for,
only smaller...

... like
this
one

EACH WINNER RECEIVES A FREE "THE WORKS" CARWASH FROM DUTCH BOY CAR WASH in WATERTOWN,SD
ENTRY DEADLINE FOR November 2, 2021, Volume 10, Issue #07 IS THURSDAY, NOV 11, 2021, 4PM

DEADLINE FOR Oct 26, 2021, Volume 10, Issue #06
is Thursday, NOV 4, 2021 - 4 PM, SEARCHING FOR: (3) HUNTERS
$25 Gift Certificate for The Bullpen Steakhouse & Spirits in Lake Norden, SD and a FREE 25 Minute Reiki Session from The Everything Zen in Watertown, SD.

Watertown Mall and a $25 Gift Certificate for Angel's
Attic Thrift Store in the Watertown Mall.

SENOR
MAX'S
Watertown

Locations for OCT 19, 2021 (v10 #05)
Mall
#1: Rosalie's, Sisseton, SD, page 2
#2: Automatic Transmission & Gear, Watertown, SD, page 5
#3: Payless Antiques, Wilmot, SD, page 8

“plantago” which means the sole of the foot because the seeds
of the plant stick to the feet of people that pass by.
• The genus Hosta is named for Nicolaus Thomas Host,
a Croatian botanist and personal physician of Holy Roman
• Holly is a variation of the English word “holy.” Hollyhock Emperor Francis II. Host was the director of the botanical
was considered holy because it was thought to have been garden at the Belvedere Palace in Vienna, Austria.
brought back to Britain by the Crusaders. The leaves were • Petunia is from the Brazilian “petun” meaning tobacco,
used to reduce swelling in horse’s hocks.
• Geranium comes from the Greek word “geranos” meaning
crane’s bill because the seed pod resembles a crane’s bill.
• Teasel has a very prickly head which was used to fluff up
or tease the fibers of woven cloth.
• Mistletoe comes from the word “mista” meaning dung,
and “tan” meaning twig, because the plant seeds are spread
through bird droppings that land on tree branches.
• “Beech” has the same origin is as the word “book”
because the first writing was done on boards made out of
beech trees.
• The birch got its name from the Indo-European word
meaning “bright” because of its bright white bark.
• The weed plantain was named from the Latin word

WONDERFUL WORDS

PLANT NAMES

ddr Books

7 South Maple Street,
Watertown, SD.
Stop In And
See Us Today!

Blessings Big and
Small Christian store in
the Watertown mall is
seeking a part-time Sales
Counselor! Work one day
each week, more or less
in a rewarding Christian
environment! Call 605 878
2323 or apply in store.

HELP
WANTED

ALL
POSITIONS
Experience preferred,
must be 18 years or older.

High Mountain Supper Club
Altamont, SD

STOP IN TO APPLY
605-874-2620

HELP
WANTED

Looking for some extra
CASH? Stop in & talk to
Shera, at Shera's Pop A
Top in Goodwin, SD or
give her a call today and
make an appointment at

(605) 237-6117

FOR RENT: Browns Valley
- Valley Vista. 1 bedroom
Apt. Heat/Water/Trash.
Rent based on income.
Equal Housing Opportunity. (320) 500-0946 or
(270)-354-6446

Watertown, SD

Norden

Enter Only Once Per Contest

WINNER for OCT 19, 2021, Volume 10 Issue #05:
Laurie Knutson, Sioux Falls, SD
SEARCHING FOR: (3) DUCKS
PRIZE $25 Gift Certificate for Senor Max's in the

The
Bullpen
Everything Steakhouse
Zen
Lake

HOW TO ENTER:

Angel's
Attic

Watertown
Mall

RECORD THE 3 LOCATIONS AND SEND VIA...
MAIL: Reader Contest (Vol & Issue#)
P.O. Box 313, Big Stone City, SD 57216
WEB: www.LakeAreaTidbits.com
Click On Reader Contest
EMAIL: Sean@LakeAreaTidbits.com
ENTRY DROPOFF: 100 South Maple St.,
Ste. 106, Watertown, SD 57201
BY APPOINTMENT

PRIZES ARE MAILED WITHIN 2-3 WEEKS
OF WINNING. NO SUBSTITUTIONS.

to which this plant is related.
• The peony is named after Paeon, who was a student of
Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. In Greek
mythology, when Asclepius became jealous of Paeon, Zeus
saved Paeon from the wrath of Asclepius by turning him into
the peony flower.
continued on page 5
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Choosing Not to Treat
Prostate Cancer

DEAR DR. ROACH: Every year, I used to get a physical,
which included a prostate exam as well as blood tests with
PSA. When my doctor retired, I had a hard time finding a
new one I liked. It has been three or four
years since my prostate was checked, but my
new doctor doesn’t do the prostate exams (I
am 63). He says that recent studies do not
recommend them, and I have seen news
reports about the unreliability of the PSA
test. How do you find out if you have prostate cancer if you
don’t look for it? My brother-in-law found out he had it at
52, and it was successfully treated. I don’t really want to wait
until I am showing symptoms, and there is no history in my
direct family. What do you think about this? -- T.D.
ANSWER: Prostate cancer isn’t really one disease. It can
be very aggressive -- both with local invasion and spreading
to bones quickly -- but it also can be very indolent, hardly
growing at all over years. Yearly prostate cancer screening
with PSA is more likely to find the slower-growing cancers,
since they are around for a long time. The goal of screening
is to find aggressive cancers, the fast-growing ones that can
go from undetectable to too-late-to-do-anything-about in a
very short time.
But a downside is that screening may lead to unnecessary
treatment of the more-indolent cancers, most of which can be
carefully monitored and will not need surgery or radiation,
at least not for years.
If a man elects to undergo prostate cancer screening, he
should understand the benefits (finding prostate cancer early
enough it can be cured) and the risks (treatment for prostate
cancer causes complications frequently; these can include
incontinence and loss of sexual function). Not treating lowrisk prostate cancer reduces the risks.
Low-risk prostate cancer is defined by a PSA below 10, a
very small or non-detectable tumor by palpation or imaging
and a low Gleason score, which is based on how the tissue
looks to the pathologist. Six or less is low risk. Most men in
this situation do not need immediate treatment. Some men
have difficulty NOT treating cancer, but treatment does not
appear to improve the already good prognosis. Choosing
not to treat is hard for some men.
•••
© 2021 North America Synd., Inc. All Rights Reserved

Whether You Are Hunting for Game, Hunting for
the Next Great Bargain or Hunting for that Next
Great Meal... you'll find it here in Tidbits!
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Have You Seen Him?
If you are a hunter, fisherman or lover of the great outdoors you
may have seen him. Many think he is a myth, but to those who have
seen him, he is very real, he is Bigfoot. As his existence has never been
proven, he falls into the study of crypto zoology. Crypto zoology is
the study of animals whose existence has never been proven. They are
known as cryptids and Bigfoot is the most famous.
This big hairy creature is known by many names, just within the
United States. Many refer to him as Sasquatch, a name given him by
Native Americans. In different parts of the country he is known by
different names. For example in the south he is known as the Grass
Man or the Skunk Ape. Other parts of the America call him the Wooly
Booger or the Fouke Monster.
Bigfoot is well known in the United States, even if he doesn’t exist.
But consider that large hairy bipedal creatures are seen all over the
world and have been seen for hundreds if not thousands of years. For
instance, in China he is known as the Yeren, in Australia he is called the
Yowie. In the Himalayas he goes by the name of the Yeti and in Africa,
Kakundak. Could the people in all of these countries being seeing things
or just plain making him up? Seems unlikely, doesn’t it.
If he does exist, what or who is he? Many consider him a “missing
link” between apes and humans. Others say he is a creature that lived
thousands of years ago known as Gigantopithecus. They claim this
species did not go extinct as thought and has kept itself a secret for
thousands of years.
The big questions surrounding Bigfoot have existed for years and
have yet to be answered. One of the biggest is why a body has never
been found. Bigfoot believers give 2 explanations for this. First, nature
is self-cleaning and it has designed itself so nothing goes to waste. A
body would be disposed of by other animals, scavengers and the earth
itself. The second theory is that perhaps these creatures bury their dead.
This would explain a lot.
To the Native Americans, Sasquatch is a sacred and spiritual being.
Many believe he has mystical powers to control minds and the ability
to disappear at will. Again, this might explain his elusiveness.
One really far out theory is that Bigfoot is related to UFO sightings.
Some believe he is dropped off and picked up by extraterrestrial
spacecraft. It is even theorized that the species are alien from a prison
planet and are stranded on earth to be incarcerated.
The best piece of evidence available to prove the creature’s existence
is the film shot by Roger Patterson in 1967. Bigfoot proponents consider
this the holy grail of evidence; with skeptics argue that it is a man in
a monkey suit.
Many people ask why a hunter hasn’t ever shot a Sasquatch. You
probably already know the answer to this one. Hunters, and fisherman,
love nature and all the wonder it contains. These people are not killers.
Many hunters who have had the creature in their sights claim that they
just couldn’t pull the trigger, because it looked so human.
Does Bigfoot exist? At this point we don’t know for sure. But
every time you enter the wilderness you have a chance of running
into the beast. While some would consider that frightening, a true
outdoorsman would welcome the chance to witness a mythical creature
come to life.
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continued from page 3

Pheasant Season - Traditional
Season Dates Start: Oct 16, 2021 End: Jan 31, 2022
Pheasant Season -Youth Only
Season Dates Start: Sep 25, 2021 End: Oct 3, 2021
Pheasant Season - Resident Only
Season Dates Start: Oct 9, 2021 End: Oct 11, 2021

Minnesota Pheasant Season
10/16/21 - 01/2/22
Statewide

• Delphinium comes from the Greek “delphis” meaning
dolphin because of the shape of the opening flower. (cont)
• Saxifrage comes from the Latin “saxum”  meaning rock,
plus “frangere”  meaning “to break” due to the plant’s habit
of growing in cracks in rocks, forcing them to split apart.
• In Greek mythology, the Anemoi were the four gods of
the winds, each one responsible for one wind direction and
a single season. The Anemoi would send the winds to spread
the seeds of a flower called anemone, meaning “daughter of
the wind.”
• Asparagus comes from the Greek “asparagos” meaning
“to spring up.” Broccoli comes from the Latin “brachium”
meaning “branch.”
• Wolfsbane was named for the practice of using arrows
tipped with the juice of this toxic plant, or baits soaked in it,
to poison wolves.
• Hops come from the Anglo-Saxon “hoppan” which means
“to climb.”
• Eucalyptus is from the Greek “eu” meaning “well” and
“kalyptos” meaning “covered” referring to the little cap that
covers the flowers and then falls off as they open.
• Forsythia was named after the 18th Century Scottish
gardener, William Forsyth. Forsyth was responsible for
constructing the first rock garden in Britain.
• Hemlock is from the Anglo-Saxon words “hem” meaning
border or shore, and “leác” meaning “leek.”
• Plumbago is from the Latin “plumbum” meaning lead,
because it was thought to be a cure for lead poisoning.
Another common name for plumbago is leadwort.
• Pumpkin originated from the Greek “pepon” meaning
large melon. Pepon then became “pompon” in French, then
“pumpion” in English and finally “pumpkin” in American.
• Rosemary comes from the Latin “ros”  meaning dew, plus
“marinus” meaning sea, literally “dew of the sea” because it
is often found growing near the ocean.
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TYPHOID MARY

answers on page 7

Farmers Market
Tuesday's from 4-7
South of the Courthouse.

www.MilbankSD.com

• Typhoid fever is spread by eating food or drinking water
that has been contaminated with feces of an infected person.
It’s common in areas of overcrowding and poor sanitation.
• The typhoid bacillus was identified in 1879, and
researchers proved that prevention lies in keeping drinking
water separate from human waste, and in hand-washing
after using the bathroom.  The study of typhoid led to the
realization that people who were never sick with the illness
could still pass it on to other people. The woman most famous
for this was Mary Mallon, better known as Typhoid Mary.
• Mary Mallon was born in 1869 in Ireland and immigrated
to the U.S. in 1884 where she became a cook. Every place
she worked, people came down with typhoid fever. In 1906,
she went to work for a wealthy New York banker and his
family who rented an estate on Long Island. When 6 out of
the 11 people in the household came down with typhoid fever,
the banker was horrified because typhoid was considered a
disease of the unwashed masses, not the wealthy elite.
• The owner of the estate, fearing that she would be unable
to rent the property if she couldn’t get to the bottom of the
outbreak, called in a sanitary engineer named George Soper
to track down the cause. He examined the well, the holding
tanks, the water in the harbor, the cesspool, the privy, the
fertilizer used on the lawns, and the local supply of clams,
but found nothing. Then he discovered that the cook who
had been working there during the onset of the illness had
previously worked for a number of other families who had
also suffered from outbreaks of typhoid. Of eight families
she had served between 1900 and 1907, seven of them had
experienced typhoid, with 22 people becoming ill and one
person dying.
• The typhoid bacillus is destroyed by the heat of cooking,
but Soper found that one of Mary’s signature dishes was ice
cream with slices of peaches mixed in. He theorized she was
a silent carrier who spread the sickness by handling their food
with unwashed hands.
• The Health Department tracked down Mary Mallon and
took her into custody in 1907.   She was confined to the
medical facilities on 16-acre North Brother Island off the
Bronx shoreline. Doctors tried unsuccessfully to clear her
system of the bacillus. Mary Mallon was the first person in the
U.S. identified as an asymptomatic carrier of the pathogen.
By now, hundreds of people had been identified as carriers,
but Mary was the first. Two years later she was released on
the condition she agreed never to work as a cook again.
• Four years later, George Soper was called to track down
an outbreak of typhoid at a sanatorium in New Jersey and
a maternity home in Manhattan, where a total of 25 people
had gotten sick and two died. Mary worked at both places.
This time Mary was confined to the North Brother Island
for the rest of her life. She spent the next 23 years there,
living with her dog in a cottage, working for generous pay
in the hospital’s laboratory, and making occasional shopping
trips to city. She died there, still under quarantine, in 1938.
Nine people attended her
funeral. She was responsible
for causing 51 known cases
of typhoid, resulting in 3
deaths.
• A vaccine against typhoid
was developed in 1911, and
antibiotics became available
in 1948. About 6% of people
who suffer typhoid become
carriers for the illness. About
400 cases are reported in the
U.S. each year, and about 12.5
million worldwide. About
20% of infected people will
die if left untreated, but only
about 1 to 4% die if treated.

answers on
page 7

answers on
page 7
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THE GARDEN BUG IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY SUNSET GARDENS

1. TELEVISION: What
was the name of Jay’s dog
in “Modern Family”?
2. MEASUREMENTS:
How many pecks are in
a bushel?
3. GEOGRAPHY: Which
continent has regions in all four hemispheres of Earth
-- north, south, east and west?
4. MUSIC: Which singer is known as the Queen of
Disco?
5. U.S. STATES: Which state has the only royal palace
in the United States?
6. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: How many federal
holidays are recognized by the United States?
7. ASTRONOMY: How many moons does Mars have?
8. MOVIES: Which iconic movie has the tagline, “A
man went looking for America, and he couldn’t find it
anywhere”?
9. FOOD & DRINK: Which minerals are found
abundantly in dairy products?
10. COMICS: Which long-running comic strip developed
from a weekly panel titled “L’il Folks”?

PUZZLE
ANSWERS

© 2021 King Features Synd., Inc.

October 25, 2021

1. TELEVISION: What was the name
of Jay’s dog in “Modern Family”?
2. MEASUREMENTS: How many
pecks are in a bushel?
3. GEOGRAPHY: Which continent
has regions in all four hemispheres of
Earth — north, south, east and west?
4. MUSIC: Which singer is known as
the Queen of Disco?
5. U.S. STATES: Which state has the
only royal palace in the United States?
6. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: How
many federal holidays are recognized
by the United States?
7. ASTRONOMY: How many
moons does Mars have?
8. MOVIES: Which iconic movie
has the tagline, “A man went looking
for America, and he couldn’t find it
anywhere”?
9. FOOD & DRINK: Which minerals are found abundantly in dairy products?
10. COMICS: Which long-running
comic strip developed from a weekly
panel titled “L’il Folks”?
TRIVIA
TEST
Answers
1. Stella
2. Four
3. Africa
4. Donna Summer
5. Hawaii, Iolani Palace
6. 11 annually, with Juneteenth as
the most recent addition, and 12 every
four years, with Inauguration Day as
the additional holiday in Washington,
D.C. only.
7. Two, Phobos and Deimos
8. “Easy Rider”
9. Calcium, phosphorus and magnesium
10. “Peanuts”

King Features Weekly Service

• “Need a new look for a favorite
sweater? Change out your buttons. It’s
such a small thing, but makes a big change
in look!” -- E.L. in Massachusetts
• Instead of using costly brass polish,
try a little lemon juice and salt. Another brass polish you
probably have right now is ketchup. Apply a thin layer and
buff off with a soft rag.
• Experts say to always crack your egg on a flat surface,
answers on page 7
rather than using the edge of a counter or bowl. More eggtastic advice is to crack eggs into a small bowl instead of
directly into ingredients. If you have a sneaky “bad egg”
• Another great use for baking soda: Add a cup or two to
in your dozen, it’s better to find out before you ruin your your toilet bowl. Swish and let sit for 1-2 hours. Flush for
baking.
odor control and shine.
• “I love to search for recipes online, and I have learned Send your tips to Now Here’s a Tip, 628 Virginia Drive, Orlando, FL 32803.
© 2021 King Features Synd., Inc.
to pay attention to the comments section. You’ll find a lot
of explanation and frequently a tweak that many people
have found successful. Comments have saved me from
oversalting a dish, as well as making necessary adjustments
in temperature and cooking time. I have found complicated
techniques broken down in ways that were helpful. It pays to
check out the comments!” -- W.G. in Missouri
• Attention salad eaters: Got a thick dressing that’s high in
fat? Rinse lettuce before dressing your salad. Wet or moist
lettuce traps less dressing. If your dressing is light, give
salad greens an extra spin. Drier lettuce holds on to dressing,
making lightly dressed salad more flavorful.

Brought to you courtesy of Blessings Big & Small

answers on
page 7
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Toy
Icebox

Children’s toys are often miniature copies of full-sized objects
in the house. They like to imitate Mom and Dad’s work. A recent
Bertoia auction sold the toy icebox with its original pristine box
for $1,440. The Gurney toy refrigerator made by Arcade is only 5
1/2 inches high. It is a copy of an 1840s icebox. Although the first
refrigeration method was patented in 1809, the icebox for home
use dates from the 1840s.
The toy has a square door on the right side that covered the
compartment that held a block of ice, which was delivered by an
iceman in a horse-drawn wagon. Food was kept in the large compartment, and the small section on the right is where the water
from the melting ice was collected and discarded each day.
A modern electric refrigerator was made by General Electric
Co. in 1927. It is named for the Monitor Top. It remained popular
until the 1940s. Today’s refrigerators can be dated by the special

section for frozen food introduced in 1924. All of the styles
have been copied for toys.
•••
Q: I was just told that there
was a bag kept in the privy
building used in past centuries.
It was quilted from old pieces
of cloth and used to save scraps
(some say cloth, some paper) to
use like we use toilet paper. Is
this true?
A: We thought that was a
strange question, but we searched our library and finally went online to Kovels.com. We wrote about an exhibit in 2009 in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, of quilted privy bags. They also had a booklet
showing the collection. The bags were used in the privy to hold the
pieces of paper that were to be used like toilet paper. Waste went
into the hole in the seat to the ground about 6 feet below. Lancaster, Pennsylvania, seems to
have been the center of this
tradition with Amish-made
quilted bags. As you probably have heard, the joke
was last year’s Sears and
Roebuck catalog was saved
for the outhouse. The only
his toy refrigerator can be dated by the price we have seen for this
square section that held a block of ice, an earrare item was $995.
ly type used from the 1840s. It sold at auction
•••
in “unplayed with” condition with a pristine
box for more than $1,000.
CURRENT PRICES
Piano Baby, bisque,
child lying on stomach, rosy cheeks, brown molded hair, bare feet,
romper, holds pug dog, painted, Germany, c.1900, 9 x 4 inches,
$70.
Royal Doulton vase, landscape, cows in field with daisies, flambe glaze, swollen cylinder form, rolled rim, 8 1/2 inches, $175.
Dough Box, stand, burl wood, carved, women, holding hands,
field, shaped apron, 35 1/2 x 39 inches, $390.
Toolbox, carpenters, wooden, lift lid, interior compartments and
drawers, steel side handles, two riser base, c. 1940, 15 x 28 inches,
$675.
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•••

TIP: If a thin chain becomes tangled, dust
it with talcum powder and the untangling
should be easier.
“Kovels’ Antiques & Collectibles Price Guide” -- the new 2022 edition with
more than 12,500 all-new and real prices, 3,000 color photographs and 500
marks -- is now available in bookstores and online.
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